
A revolutionary approach 
to relax your horse, release trauma, 

& rewire the stress response in 
his/her brain

so that you can stop worrying 
about getting hurt & start having 

fun with your horse!



Even if you've had problems in the past, 

rethink everything, 
you thought was possible with your horse.  



Charlotte Cannon
The Cannon Method



What is the Cannon Method? 

❖ Concept of being with and training horses

❖ Inspires horses to willingly offer answers and behaviors 

❖ Uses posture to trigger natural chemicals for rewards 

❖ Uses puzzles and free choice, the horse builds confidence 

in himself and human

❖ Inspires horse to want to be a partner 

❖ Winning only happens when both horse and human are 

seeking the same goal

❖ Performance is vastly superior when horse wants to play, 

vastly better than obedience, intimidation, fear based 

programs 



What will we be learning today? 

❖ Learn to recognize the 2 main 

Leadership types

❖ Learn to recognize the 2 main 

Reaction types

❖ Learn a new Leading Strategy

❖ Learn a new Tapping Strategy 

❖ Learn the Fear to Neutrality 

Puzzle

❖ Learn a new advanced way to 

use the Fear to Neutrality Puzzle



All responses are controlled by the Autonomic Nervous System

only two ways to go…

Sympathetic Nervous System 

Fear and Survival 

Fight, Flight, Freeze

Parasympathetic Nervous System 

Relaxation and Connection 

Rest, Digest, Play, Learn, Heal, Trust, Connect

Fear blocks resting, digesting, athletic 

ability, creativity, learning, healing, trust, 

connection 



Posture and Muscles Trigger 

Chemical Release and Emotional State

Sympathetic 

Survival Posture 

ead up, eyes staring and wide, body tense, tight, 

shortened 

Sympathetic Posture triggers Adrenaline and 

Cortisol 

Parasympathetic 

Relaxation and Connection Posture 

head and neck relaxed, eyes soft, puffy and blinking, 

body elastic, supple and stretchy 

Parasympathetic Posture triggers Endorphins, 

Oxytocin and Dopamine 



Mirroring

➔ Horse has Mirror Neurons in its brain that allow them to see our mental pics 

➔ Horse is hardwired to mirror the rest of its herd for safety and comfort 

➔ Horse doesn’t care if it’s herd is calm or crazy

➔ Horse + Human = Herd of 2

➔ Do in your body, mind and heart what you want your horse to do in its body, 

mind and heart



Tapping Concept 

➢ Tapping rewires the stress/fear response in the brain by rewarding relaxation and 

connection 

➢ The Normal Fear Response = Survival, Overreact (Flight or Fight), Ignore 

(Freeze)

➢ Create stress/fear, keep going if horse Overreacts or Ignores, stop at the slightest 

sign of Relaxation or Connection 

➢ Use enough pressure to cause horse to want to solve the puzzle, but not so much 

that it blows up or shuts down (aka Learned Helplessness or Dorsal Vagal 

Response)



What are we looking for when we tap? 

Connection 

- Usually starts with an Ear Twitch, max 

standing up is full Lateral Flexion (2 eyes 

on person or focus)

- I believe triggers Oxytocin release (love, 

trust, bonding chemical)

Relaxation 

- Usually starts with Blink, max standing up 

is Head to the Ground, Lip Wiggling in dirt

- I believe triggers Endorphin release 

(overall sense of well-being, pain relief 

chemical)

- Each horse is an individual 

- Some are super connectors

- Some are great at relaxing 

- Some are completely shut down and not 

even present

- Tapping can focus on building one or both 

of these depending upon your Intention 

Things you can use to Tap:

- Visual Triggers or Movement 

- Sound 

- Touch

- Energy



Leadership Types

Followers - Low Leadership Quotient 

- Looking for a leader

- Often present as more reactive initially 

- Often change more quickly bc they want a 

leader

Leaders - High Leadership Quotient 

- Must be inspired to offer or give leadership 

up

- Must feel safe and comfortable

- Must trust you are enough leader to keep 

them safe

- Often change more slowly, don’t trust 

others to drive

- Will often hold on to unreasonable old 

beliefs if challenged 



Personality Reaction Types

High Flight

- Tend to Overreact 

- Usually lots of Movement 

- Usually React to Everything, especially 

things at close range

- When it gets hot, their Body gets out of the 

kitchen 

High Freeze

- Tends to Ignore

- Usually very Still, heavy Stuck Feet

- Usually as the Close Range pressure 

rises, they Look Out of the ring, often far 

away, Searching for a Focus

- When it gets hot, their Mind gets out of the 

kitchen 



Leading Exercise - Turn Turn Turn

- Human takes Leadership Position without 

causing horse to blow up, brace or shut 

down 

- Inspires horse to Focus and Follow

- Inspires horse to offer the leadership, by 

getting into the Safe Spot out of your 

bubble, directly behind you

- Walk, if the horse tries to pass you at 

either 3 or 9 o’clock, turn away from the 

horse and retake the lead

- If horse hangs up and doesn’t want to 

move, turn and encourage movement and 

draw with the bend and cross of back feet

Turn Turn Turn with Kismet

Turn Turn Turn with Two Socks 

https://youtu.be/ApIstPf9S3A
https://youtu.be/upRHIiN4Wp4


Leading Exercise - Turn Turn Turn

Turn Turn Turn with Kismet

https://youtu.be/ApIstPf9S3A


Leading Exercise - Turn Turn Turn

Turn Turn Turn with Two Socks 

https://youtu.be/upRHIiN4Wp4


Fear to Neutrality Puzzle 

Fear -> Curiosity -> Dominance-> Confidence -> Neutrality 
Dominance

- Starts with Moving Toward
- Win by Standing on, Rolling on, Pawing
- Builds Relaxation, no longer afraid 
- Triggers Endorphin Release

Confidence 

- Once horse knows how to use Curiosity and 
Dominance to overcome Fear, horse gains 
Confidence 

- Triggers Dopamine 

Neutrality 

- Once something has triggered this trifecta of 
wonderful chemicals, horse no longer fears it, 
it now becomes neutral in the environment 

Fear 

- Something triggers survival, 

spooky, fear in horse

Curiosity 

- Starts with Focus with Ears/Eyes

- Win with Nose Touch/Chew/Bite

- Builds Connection, Trust, 

Bonding 

- Triggers Oxytocin 



Basic Fear to Neutrality Puzzle 



High Flight/Follower Type

➢ Teach to Maintain Focus vs Chicken Little

➢ Teach how to Self Soothe with PSNS Posture 

and PSNS chemicals, Endo/Oxyt 



High Flight/Follower Type - Use Flag as a Focus 

Flag as a Focus

https://youtu.be/xYJcxeoqZg8


High Flight/Follower Type Use Leading to build Confidence and observe 

changes in posture 

Leading Posture Change Days 4 and 5

https://youtu.be/hDO7-lFI54s


High Flight/Follower Type Watch Improvement Courses Day 6 and 7

https://youtu.be/-ttqCK_8WgU


Today, only 4 months later….



Reference slide High Flight/Follower Type

- Use Flag as a Focus - online

- Teach to Maintain Focus vs Chicken Little

- Teach how to Self Soothe with PSNS Posture 

and PSNS chemicals, Endo/Oxyt 

- Use Leading to build Confidence and observe 

changes in posture 

- Watch improvement in courses from Day 6 to 

Day 7

- See where we are today! 

Flag as a Focus

Leading Posture Change Days 4 and 5

Courses Day 6 and 7

https://youtu.be/xYJcxeoqZg8
https://youtu.be/hDO7-lFI54s
https://youtu.be/-ttqCK_8WgU


High Freeze/High Leadership Type- Use Flag to Tap, to inspire horse to 

become present and engaged, vs ignore

Using Small Flag to Tap and Condition 

Relax/Connect Response 

https://youtu.be/gWxU9yZHWfo


High Freeze/High Leadership Type
- Solve Fear with being Present, Posture, 

online first, go to Liberty ASAP 

- Fear to Neutrality Puzzle at Liberty, treats

Use Liberty to allow horse 

to communicate better. 

Keeps him more present. 

Using treats.  

https://youtu.be/Bi_7aL7o5cg


High Freeze/High Leadership Type the scariness to umbrella. Show how horse will 
ignore with grazing and looking away. Wait.

https://youtu.be/Bom8Smx7k6c


High Freeze/High Leadership Type
Fear to Neutrality at Liberty, at his home, no 

treats.

https://youtu.be/E5QtQeFH0mw


High Freeze/High Leadership Type
- First Ride, from spin, buck, bolt, to 

relaxation and connection 

First Ride After Groundwork

https://youtu.be/RlmGqviQrSM


Reference Slide High Freeze/High Leadership Type

- Use Flag to Tap, to inspire horse to 

become present and engaged, vs ignore

- Solve Fear with being Present, Posture, 

online first, go to Liberty ASAP 

- Fear to Neutrality Puzzle at Liberty, treats

- Fear to Neutrality Puzzle,Liberty, no treats

- First Ride, from spin, buck, bolt, to 

relaxation and connection 

Using Small Flag to Tap and Condition Relax/Connect Response 

Use Liberty to allow horse to communicate better. Keeps him more 
present. Using treats.  

the scariness to umbrella. Show how horse will ignore with grazing 
and looking away. Wait.

Fear to Neutrality at Liberty, at his home, no treats.

First Ride After Groundwork

https://youtu.be/gWxU9yZHWfo
https://youtu.be/Bi_7aL7o5cg
https://youtu.be/Bom8Smx7k6c
https://youtu.be/E5QtQeFH0mw
https://youtu.be/RlmGqviQrSM


Horses using Fear to Neutrality Puzzle on their own. 

Horses learn to use these puzzles 

and strategies on their own
not only solve fear, but also to trigger the 

awesome chemical trifecta of Oxytocin, 

Endorphins and Dopamine. They learn it 

takes conquering fear to feel their very best. 

https://youtu.be/EGBvy00mOXY


Horses using Fear to Neutrality Puzzle on their own. 

https://youtu.be/EGBvy00mOXY


Join us in the full program at

TheCannonMethod.com


